Structural and energetic heterogeneities of canonical and oxidized central guanine triad of B-DNA telomeric fragments.
The intermolecular interaction energies in central guanine triad of telomeric B-DNA were estimated based on ab initio quantum chemistry calculations on the MP2/aDZ level of theory. The source of structural information was molecular dynamics simulation of both canonical (AGGGTT) and oxidized (AG8oxoGGTT) telomere units. Our calculations demonstrate that significant stiffness of central triad occurs if 8oxoG is present. The origin of such feature is mainly due to the increase of stacking interactions of 8oxoG with neighbouring guanine molecules and stronger hydrogen bonding formation of 8oxoG with cytosine if compared with canonical guanine. Another interesting observation is the context independence of stacking interactions of 8oxoG. Unlike to 5'-G2/G3-3' and 5'-G3/G4-3' sequences which are energetically different, 5'-G2/8oxoG3-3' and 5'-8oxoG3/G4-3' sequences are almost iso-energetic.